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A charmingly illustrated introduction to this unique cuisine
The Classic South African Cookbook is exactly that - classic home
cooking for South Africans the way they eat now. In line with the
country's diverse cultures, which often blend most harmoniously in the
the kitchen, this book is a kaleidoscope of modern lifestyle with
influences from grandma's kitchen, popular Mediterranean cuisine, as
well as both Indian and African culture. But no matter what the roots
may be, this book sets a foundation for good, honest, carefree home
cooking, incorporating all the well-loved and familiar favourites. The
more than 180 recipes have been refined to guarantee mouth-watering
results, no matter the skill level. Only fresh ingredients are used,
while the various techniques are carefully explained - a real boon to
those just setting out on their culinary journeys. Best of all, every
recipes is accompanied by a full-colour photograph.
Slow cooker recipes are an essential for any home cook - time saving,
low cost and reliably delicious. The Good Food kitchen has produced
hundreds of brilliant recipes over the years, and this collection
gathers 150 of the very best. Slow cookers allow anyone to create
mouth-watering dishes that can be cooked overnight or while you're at
work so that you can enjoy your meal as soon as you enter the door.
From family favourites like curries, chillis, soups and puddings,
through to fresh ideas for stews, fish and tasty vegetarian meals,
Good Food Ultimate Slow Cooker Recipes has something for everyone. All
recipes are short and simple with easy-to-follow steps, and all are
accompanied by a full-colour photograph of the finished dish.
Simply written and presented, The Complete South African Cookbook is a
compact yet comprehensive guide to cooking in South Africa.
Indispensable for the beginner, it caters for the more experienced
cook too and offers over 650 numbered recipes along with many
variations – from the most basic to the exotic – all compiled for
South African conditions. The directions for each dish are presented
in a clear format and each recipe is accompanied by such useful facts
as the number of portions, preparation and cooking time, kilojoule
count per portion and whether or not the dish is suitable for
freezing. Crammed with handy hints, The Complete South African
Cookbook is an invaluable reference for anyone who enjoys cooking. Now
with a new cover, this classic best seller has been in print for
almost 40 years.
Rainbow Cuisine
Cape, Curry & Koesisters
My Cape Malay Kitchen
Food that connects with your soul
District Six Huis Kombuis
50 Authentic Recipes from a Vibrant and Diverse Cuisine

Acclaimed food writer and chef Cariema Isaacs offers a joyful homage to one of the
world’s most beloved and versatile dishes: the curry. Inspired by memories of the
slow-cooked Cape Malay curries of her childhood in South Africa as well as the fastpaced landscape of the Middle East where she lives today, Curried embodies a
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culinary curiosity and global consciousness for the times. Mindful of both
environmental responsibility and affordability, Cariema celebrates the nourishing
comfort of pulses and legumes in a multitude of wholesome and delicious vegetarian
curries for everyday cooking and any budget. Her repertoire of firm favourites from
around the glove includes meat and seafood-based gems for special occasions and
are accompanied by a delectable selection of desserts, condiments, rice and breads.
With Cariema’s love of writing manifest on every page, the breathtaking array of
carefully crafted and beautifully photographed recipes promises many hours of
reading, cooking and eating pleasure.
The Cape Malay Illustrated Cookbook is a compilation of recipes for authentic Malay
Food. Faldela Williams shares her intimate knowledge of the Malay cooking tradition
with simple, easy-to-follow recipes for many well-known dishes, such as denningvleis,
koesisters, sosaties, bobotie, smoorsnoek and many more. She combines the
knowledge passed down the generations with modern practicality and convenience,
making these dishes easier to prepare than ever before.
Cass Abrahams Cooks Cape Malay is an updated edition of The Culture and Cuisine of
the Cape Malays. Each chapter is structured around the many important feasts
celebrated in the Cape Malay community, with the recipes of special dishes prepared
for special celebrations. 'Nowhere on earth are there people who relish a feast so
much as the Cape Malays; nowhere on this planet is there a community so fervent in
thanks to the Almighty for the blessings of the table' says Dr MC D'arcy in the
foreword to this fascinating and informative book. Over many centuries Cape Malay
food has proved to be extremely popular amongst South Africans from all walks of
life, and now, increasingly amongst the many tourists visiting our country. This book
contains recipes for all the firm favourites as well as less known, but equally
delectable, dishes traditionally gracing the Cape Malay table. This new edition
contains an extended recipe selection, including traditional food from other groups of
our multicultural community that have become part and parcel of the Cape Malay
tradition. There are more serving suggestions outside of the cultural context, and the
stunning food photographs focus on plated, beautifully presented food rather than
the opulence which is so customary at traditional Cape Malay celebrations. With this
approach Cass hopes to take dishes which have been passed down from generation
to generation for well over 300 years out of the family kitchens and on to the menus
of the restaurants of South Africa so that everyone visiting our shores will be able to
savour the flavours of the unique Cape Malay cuisine.
A practical guide designed to enable anyone to produce authentic Malay food. This
comprehensive selection of recipes is superbly illustrated to show Malay fare at its
very best. Easy to prepare recipes, with microwave hints and more are included.
South African Cooking in the USA
Spice Odyssey
African Nursery Rhymes
The Doughnut Cookbook
Good Food: Ultimate Slow Cooker Recipes
The South African Illustrated Cookbook

My Cape Malay Kitchen is a breathtakingly beautiful presentation of
some 80 traditional Cap Malay recipes as well as a selection of
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modern dishes. These are accompanied by Cariema's depiction of her
childhood growing up in Bo-Kaap -- the Cape Malay Quarter of Cape
Town. She includes the religious and cultural ceremonies, as well as
events that have shaped this unique community. But My Cape Malay
Kitchen is still a cookbook; packed with flavourful food, richly spiced
curries, indulgent cakes and decadent desserts, all illustrated with
truly inspirational photography.
"More than just a cookbook - part photo journal, part historical
document, part culinary journey into the homes of the people of the
Bo-Kaap, celebrating a uniquely South African culture. Through
personal stories, recipes, historical images and Craig Fraser's
beautiful visuals, Bo-Kaap Kitchen reveals the heart of the Cape Malay
people, their history and identity, distinctive architecture and
language. The warmth and character of the people shine through as
they share their stories about cooking, family bonds and strong faith."
-- Internet.
Fergal Connolly celebrates the astonishing breadth, variety and rich
historical inheritance of South African food. With fusion dishes, such
as Chicken Curry with Malay spices; Chutney, or Blatjang, from Java;
Amasi from the African tribal tradition or Biltong from the Boer
trekkers, the cooking presents a wealth of culinary influences.
A book celebrating the sparkling cuisines of Malaya and the Dutch
East Indies.
EASY CAPE MALAY AND INDIAN COOKING
The Cape Malay Cookbook
Great South African Cookbook
Cape Malay Cookbook
Malaysian Cooking
South African cuisine is an exciting and unique blend of
African, European, and Eastern cooking traditions distilled
through years of diverse and dynamic culture into its own
distinct style. Now, thanks to the charming and talented motherdaughter duo, Aileen Wilsen and Kathleen Farquharson, you can
make all your favorite South African dishes in the right here in
the States! With tips on procuring (or substituting) hard-tofind ingredients as well as accurate and reliable U.S.
measurement conversions (so you'll never find yourself searching
for a calculator in your kitchen cabinets!), South African
Cooking in the USA is the most thorough and easy to follow South
African cookbook on the market. Inside you'll find over 170
mouth-watering South African dishes, tweaked and perfected for
easy and authentic preparation in American kitchens. Ranging
from snacks and appetizers, to entrees and decadent desserts,
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the dishes in South African Cooking in the USA will inspire
hundreds of varied and delicious three course meals. Some
favorites include: Samoosas Peppadew dip Bunny Chow Bobotie
Oxtail Stew Hot Durban Curry Monkeygland Steak Chakalaka
Buttermilk Rusks Melktert Hot Cross buns …And much more! A
perfect gift for ex-patriots longing for the taste of home or
Americans with a fondness or interest in South Africa, South
African Cooking in the USA is an integral part of any
respectable cookbook collection.
Anyone who longs for a beloved grandmother’s famous milk tart or
melkkos, or a great aunt’s delicious bobotie or vetkoek, should
have this book in his or her kitchen! Traditional South African
Cooking is a collection of well-known South African recipes that
will enable the modern cook to continue the tradition and
produce the same delicious meals that our ancestors used to
enjoy. South African cuisine is a unique blend of the culinary
art of many different cultures. Dutch, French, German and
British settlers, as well as the Malays who came from the East,
all brought their own recipes to this country. The subtle
adaptation of these ‘imported’ recipes by the addition of local
ingredients and the introduction of innovative (at the time)
cooking methods resulted in an original and much-loved cuisine.
This book also features interesting snippets about our
forebears’ way of life.
If anyone knows how to braai, or barbecue, it is Jan Braai, and
he knows what people need to know about how to braai: how to
make a good fire - with wood - and how to confidently cook a
great meal over the coals. He has braaied with thousands of
South Africans almost every day since the launch of South
Africa's National Braai Day (held each year on 24 September),
which he founded to bring all South Africans together through
their shared love of cooking over an open fire. The day's patron
is Archbishop Emeritus of Cape Town Desmond Tutu, who 'likes a Tbone steak because it is in the shape of Africa'. This is much
more than simply a recipe book - it is an indispensable
instruction manual for braaing, or barbecuing the South African
way - from perfect steaks, to lip-smacking braaied chicken and
lamb chops, or rack of lamb . . . or even a lamb on a spit! In
his inimitable way, Jan sets out clear rules for the basic art
of braaing steak and shows how, once that's been mastered, you
can move on to perfecting your braai skills on lamb, chicken,
pork, fish, bread, vegetables and even a pudding or two.
Home Cooking is Herman Lensing’s sixth cookbook and follows the
highly successful Dit Proe Soos Huis, published in 2019 and 2020
winner of the SA Boekprys best nonfiction title. Home Cooking
tells the story – in his own words – of Herman’s 34 years.
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Unlike his previous books, this one also sees him sharing
friends’ recipes, as well as many he discovered during his
journeys throughout South Africa. There are more than 80
recipes, from breakfast to main courses, from side dishes to
meat dishes, from cakes, biscuits and rusks to desserts (such as
trifle, ice cream and even bazaar pudding). Each chapter
reflects Herman’s love of food and people, accompanied by
entertaining anecdotes. The recipes are totally unpretentious,
featuring ingredients that are available anywhere in the
country. Home Cooking invites you into Herman’s kitchen, to
prepare food anyone can cook.
Food from Africa
Curry
From My Kitchen to Yours
The South African Barbecue Book
Tastes of a Continent
Every Recipe from Every Episode of the Popular TV Show

Cook spicy and fragrant dishes with this innovative and easy-to-follow
Malaysian Cookbook. Carol Selva Rajah, a well respected authority and
dedicated educator in the field of Asian culinary culture, honors her
childhood memories of sweet-smelling and fragrant kitchen aromas in her
newest Asian cookbook, Malaysian Cooking, which also features a
foreword by David Thompson, winner of the James Beard Award and IACP
Finalist for Thai Food. Since three quarters of what we taste comes from
smell, Chef Carol understands that the aromas produced by our food are
vitally important to the enjoyment that comes from eating. This is
particularly evident of the Malaysian and Indonesian food recipes she
includes in this book. To excite both the palate and sense of smell, Chef
Carol predominantly uses Malaysia's most aromatic cooking
ingredients—from sweet tamarind date chutney and cucumber mint raita to
cashew nut and plum sauces—to prepare easy Malaysian and Indonesian
foods that not only burst with flavor, but also overwhelm the kitchen with
wonderful fragrances anyone would like to create. Original Malaysian
recipes include: Vegetarian Fritters with Sweet Chilli Dip Basmati Rice with
Spiced Chicken and Yoghurt Sweet Soy and Sambal Fried Chicken Grilled
Prawns with Lemongrass Eggplant and Tofu with Sweet Spicy Bean Paste
Black Rice Pudding with Ginger Coconut Cream Detailed with
mouthwatering, dynamic photographs, this book is an inspired collection
of new and traditional Malaysian dishes for anyone wishing to serve the
best flavors of Malaysian cooking at home.
From the author and chef of Cooking for my father in My Cape Malay
Kitchen, comes a cookbook that chronicles her adulation and reverence for
spices. Cariema Isaacs’s affinity for spices emanates from her Cape Malay
heritage and time spent cooking and baking in her grandmother’s kitchen
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in Bo-Kaap, the Cape Malay Quarter in Cape Town. Thus, at a very early age
she understood the tastes derived from cumin and coriander, the pungency
of fennel, cloves and star anise, and the piquancy of chilli powder, cayenne
pepper and masala blends. Spice Odyssey showcases a multitude of
beautifully written recipes with some familiar spices from her Cape Malay
heritage and fresh aromatics from her travels to India, Turkey, Malaysia, Sri
Lanka and the Middle East.
67 of South Africa's finest cooks, chefs, gardeners, bakers, farmers,
foragers and local food heroes let us into their homes - and their hearts - as
they share the recipes they make for the people they love. Each recipe is
accompanied by stunning original photography that captures the essence
of our beautiful country. Featuring over 130 recipes, from tried and true
classics to contemporary fare, The Great South African Cookbook
showcases the diversity and creativity of South Africa's vibrant, unique
food culture.
The District Six Huis Kombuis: Food & Memory Cookbook commemorates
the rich fusion of food and cultural heritage in District Six through personal
stories, recipes, historical images and craft work. The book is a culmination
of memories and narrative. It weaves through the days of a typical week in
District Six, focusing on traditional family recipes that were prepared with
love and often limited resources. This is a visual celebration of the vibrancy
and warmth of the community - who foraged, preserved, baked and cooked
together. Portraits of 23 former District Six residents, accompany
recollections of lives lived in a significant time. Artifacts, food and
anecdotes bring the spirit of District Six alive again.
The Complete Milk Street TV Show Cookbook (2017-2019)
The Complete South African Cookbook
The Journey of Cape Malay Cooking
Cooking for my father in My Cape Malay Kitchen
Popular rhymes for South African children reworked and and adapted for
South African children.
The Classic South African Cookbook
Simply Seasonal is a vibrant, visual recipe guide inspired by nature’s endless
bounties. Choosing to cook and eat seasonally places a fresh spotlight on
what’s being produced in our immediate surroundings. It encourages us to
buy local, making us aware of what smaller producers are offering in our
neighbourhoods. Seasonal ingredients are given star status in the over 80
recipes, which range from starters to side dishes and from main courses to
desserts. Each recipe is accompanied by a glorious full-colour photograph.
Discover the seasons wherever you live and keep home cooking simple, local,
joyful and unapologetically personal.
Gathers information on the unique foods of Africa and the lands they come
from, and provides more than two hundred traditional and new recipes
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Dinner at Matloha’s is about bringing family and friends together around the
table. As dishes are passed from hand to hand and plates are piled high, it is
not only food that is shared. Conversation starts to flow, people smile, and
stories are told. The act of sharing a communal meal provides a moment of
unity in our often fragmented daily lives. Liziwe’s food is unpretentious and
flavourful. She values authenticity and loves to find new ways to showcase
ingredients that reflect her culinary heritage. In Dinner at Matloha’s, Liziwe
shares her passion for good food that is easy to prepare, budget friendly and
appeals to the whole family. You’ll find recipes for all times of the day and
every season. Start with savoury mince or a bacon-and-egg pizza, indulge in
amagwinya with your morning coffee, choose a salad or soup for lunch, snack
on hot-and-crispy chicken wings while watching the game, or savour a hearty
oxtail stew on a cold winter’s night. For bakers, there are biscuits, breads and
cakes, while desserts include favourites such as cheese cake, trifle and
pancakes. Fancy an Asian feast? We’ve got you covered. And when you crave
a taste of home, turn to the Heritage chapter for isijingi, umnqusho, umleqwa,
dikgwata and a traditional ‘seven colours’.
Curry is one of the most widely used—and misused—terms in the culinary
lexicon. Outside of India, the word curry is often used as a catchall to describe
any Indian dish or Indian food in general, yet Indians rarely use it to describe
their own cuisine. Curry answers the question, “What is curry?” by giving a
lively historical and descriptive account of a dish that has many incarnations.
In this global history, food writer Colleen Taylor Sen describes in detail the
Anglo-Indian origins of curry and how this widely used spice has been adapted
throughout the world. Exploring the curry universe beyond India and Great
Britain, her chronicles include the elegant, complex curries of Thailand; the
exuberant curry/rotis of the Caribbean; kari/raisu, Japan’s favorite comfort
food; Indonesian gulais and rendang; Malaysia’s delicious Nonya cuisine; and
exotic Western hybrids such as American curried chicken salad, German
currywurst, and Punjabi-Mexican-Hindu pizza. Along the way, Sen unravels
common myths about curry and Indian food and illuminates the world of curry
with excerpts from popular songs, literary works, historical and modern
recipes, and illustrations depicting curry dishes and their preparations. A
vibrant, flavorful book about an increasingly popular food, Curry will find a
wide audience of cooking enthusiasts and hungry fans of Indian food.
Simply Seasonal
The Africa Cookbook
Food, Love & Other Ingredients
The Food and Cooking of South Africa
South African Cape Malay Cooking
Cooking for My Father
The magical difference between food prepared in a restaurant and that in a home
kitchen for family and friends, is a little ingredient called love. And love is most
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evident in what is essentially Cariema Isaacs’s tribute to her late father as she
shares their mutual passion for food and cooking, as well as their Cape Malay
heritage. My Cape Malay Kitchen is a breathtakingly beautiful presentation of
some 80 traditional Cape Malay recipes as well as a selection of modern dishes.
These are accompanied by Cariema’s depiction of her childhood growing up in
Bo-Kaap – the Cape Malay Quarter of Cape Town. She includes the religious and
cultural ceremonies, as well as events that have shaped the Cape Malay
community into the unique community it is today. But My Cape Malay Kitchen is
still a cookbook, packed with flavourful food, richly spiced curries, indulgent
cakes and decadent desserts, all illustrated with truly inspirational photography.
The Doughnut Cookbook, the next book in the Williams-Sonoma Test Kitchen
series, is a compact yet comprehensive guide to making doughnuts. Ranging
from classic Old-Fashioned style doughnuts, to lemony-glazed baked doughnuts
topped with pistachios, and sugar-dusted beignets, this book includes something
for all doughnut-lovers. Yeasted, fried, baked, glazed, and sprinkled, doughnuts
are enjoyed in all different shapes and sizes. Learn how easy making doughnuts
at home is in this all-inclusive guide from the Williams-Sonoma Test Kitchen.
Inside these pages, you'll find recipes for basic doughs and glazes,
mouthwatering recipes for classic and innovative doughnuts, tips and tricks for
frying and baking doughnuts, and much more. Recipes include: Funfetti
Doughnuts, Apple Fritters, Maple-Bacon Doughnuts, S'mores Doughnuts, Vanilla
and Chocolate Old-Fashioned Doughnuts, Peppermint Bark Chocolate
Doughnuts, Savory Cheesy-Jalape o Doughnuts, and more. For first time
doughnut makers to the moderately skilled, and those who want access to a
diverse combination of recipes that everyone will love, The Doughnut Cookbook
is for you.
This delightful collection of 55 nursery rhymes, specially reworked and adapted
for South African children, is a must for every young adult’s bookshelf or e-Book
collection. Nursery rhymes are an essential part of a child’s development,
teaching youngsters rhythm and rhyme as well as word skills and improving
memory. They are also useful tools for helping to teach vocabulary and learning
to count.
Since its opening in 1973, Moosewood Restaurant in Ithaca, New York, has been
synonymous with creative cuisine with a healthful, vegetarian emphasis. Each
Sunday at Moosewood Restaurant, diners experience a new ethnic or regional
cuisine, sometimes exotic, sometimes familiar. From the highlands and
grasslands of Africa to the lush forests of Eastern Europe, from the sun-drenched
hills of Provence to the mountains of South America, the inventive cooks have
drawn inspiration for these delicious adaptations of traditional recipes. Including a
section on cross-cultural menu planning as well as an extensive guide to
ingredients, techniques, and equipment, Sundays at Moosewood Restaurant
offers a taste for every palate. Moosewood Restaurant is run by a group of
eighteen people who rotate through the jobs necessary to make a restaurant
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work. They plan menus, set long-term goals, and wash pots. Moosewood
Restaurant contributes 1% of its profits from the sale of this book to the Eritrean
Relief Fund, which provides food and humanitarian assistance to the Eritrean
people. Moosewood Restaurant supports 1% For Peace, an organization working
to persuade the government to redirect 1% of the Defense Department budget
towards programs that create and maintain peace in positive ways.
Traditional South African Cooking
The Cape Malay Illustrated Cookbook
Sundays at Moosewood Restaurant
Curried
A Global History
Home Cooking
This collection of more than 200 recipes ranges from soup, fish, poultry, meat, curries,
bredies and rice, to vegetables, sambals, atjars, puddings, cakes, biscuits and breads. The
recipes are easy to follow and should appeal to beginners as well as those interested in
culinary tradition.
Cooking doesn't have to be a chore: get ready for fresh and familiar flavors and elevate
your cooking with all 225+ easy, healthy recipes from the hit TV show. Featuring every
recipe from every episode of the show, this cookbook is the perfect kitchen companion
for every occasion and the ultimate guide to high-quality and low-effort cuisine. Packed
with creative, comforting flavors and prepared with simple and smart techniques, these
recipes are instant classics. You'll get to enjoy dozens of delectable dishes, such as: Thai
Fried Rice, Cacio e Pepe, Charred Brussels Sprouts, Harissa Roasted Potatoes, Cape
Malay Chicken Curry, and even Central Mexican Guacamole and Israeli Hummus -classics with a twist! Organized by type of dish -- from salads, soups, grains, and
vegetable sides to simple dinners and 21st-century desserts -- this cookbook will deliver
big flavors fast and change the way you cook forever. Welcome to the new home
cooking. Welcome to Milk Street.
Cape Malay Cookbook
From My Kitchen To Yours: Food, Love And Other Ingredients celebrates how Maria
Goretti lives her life, with memorable recipes from her mother’s East-Indian spreads,
aromas from her grandmother’s kitchen, and the food that she has seen, touched and
tasted over her many travels across India, and the world, as a VJ with MTV. Add to that,
all those delicious dishes she has eaten at her friends’ homes, especially those sinful
desserts that she loved, which she tried and tried till she got them right. Divided into
monthly menus with soups, salads, starters, non-vegetarian and vegetarian main course
dishes, and desserts, the recipes are simple and delicious. With a foreword by actress and
politician Jaya Bachchan, the book presents a six-course meal layout for each month, and
easy-to-make recipes with ingredients readily available in any home kitchen. It contains
an array of both vegetarian and non-vegetarian recipes.
Dinner at Matloha’s
Cass Abrahams Cooks Cape Malay
More Cape Malay Cooking
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Ethnic and Regional Recipes from the Cooks at the
Everyday Cape Malay Cooking
Braai
In Cape Curry & Koesisters, twin sisters Fatima and Gadija takes us on a Cape
Malay food trip, which is also a journey of life, as the recipes are linked with
memories of their childhood on the Cape Flats. They believe in home cooking
and recipes that are quick, easy and affordable. Easy, yet never boring, there's
something for every taste and every occasion. Try your hand at their curries with
sambals on the side and dhaltjies for a bit of bite.
A charming collection of recipes which captures the many influences and flavors
upon South African dishes.
Features more than 200 traditional Cape Malay recipes and includes a section on
bulk cooking especially for large gatherings
Easy Recipes for Baked and Fried Doughnuts
Heritage Recipes and True Stories
A Master Cook Reveals Her Best Recipes
Cape Malay Cooking & Other Delights Cookbook
Traditional Cape Malay Cooking
Bo-Kaap Kitchen
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